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In October of 2017, the communities in the Northern 

California counties of Sonoma and Napa endured 

devastating wildfires. The disaster spread quickly, causing 

casualties  and consuming over 160,000 acres, and over 

7,000 structures.¹ While residents were being evacuated, 

emergency services were needed throughout the county, 

and people were dependent on local government 

municipalities to determine the best course of action 

for their safety. The City of Santa Rosa was an invaluable 

resource for the communities it serves in many respects, 

but especially when it came to communication.  This 

emergency illustrated just how important telephone 

communication is to keeping people informed of vital 

information during a crisis. Fortunately for inhabitants of 

the City of Santa Rosa, the staff proved to be more than 

capable of handling the situation and provided life-saving 

information to residents until the emergency was over. 
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      Brightmetrics was instrumental 

in helping our EOC call center team 

determine what staffing level they 

were going to need. ”

“
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This also includes driving business efficiency and digital government through deployment of solutions 

at the mobile, desktop, and core systems level. 

They manage the back-end infrastructure for the city, including:

• Backup and disaster recovery

• Facilitating the computer network with more than 1,280 connections across 60 disparate 

locations 

• Supervising 1,200 phones controlled with more than 50 Mitel MiVoice Connect (formerly 

ShoreTel) switches throughout 25 locations

 Additionally, the IT team provides Help Desk support during regular business hours for all city 

employees (and their 1,500 desktop units) through standard support ticketing processes. 

The City of Santa Rosa’s mission is simple: 

Organizational Information

Those criteria don’t change in the event of an emergency, but the city does have some guidelines 

about how employees are expected to contribute during a crisis. According to Network System 

Analyst, Mr. Ari Piotrkowski, provided that any given city employee’s family is safe, they are required 

to assist as a disaster service worker. In reality, this term of employment proved unnecessary as the 

employees and community at large rallied for any and every opportunity to help those in need. As this 

situation quickly developed, the city needed all available employees (and many volunteers) to keep 

communication channels open and provide assistance to the Santa Rosa residents. 

To provide high-quality public services and cultivate a vibrant, resilient, and livable city.

Within the organization, the Information Technology Department has a mission to:

Develop, leverage, and implement technology to make government more efficient, transparent, 

and responsive to citizens.

      We operate at the Enterprise level. The              

solutions that we support, including the phone 

system, are used by every department in the city, 

ranging from City Council to public works.        

“

”
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After speaking with Mr. Piotrkowski about his experience, it became clear just how greatly telephony 

contributed to the city’s ability to communicate with its residents to provide crucial information about 

the disaster. 

The morning that the fires began, Mr. Piotrkowski was called into work with the notice that his 

services were necessary since there was a fire in the city and they needed to stand up the Emergency 

Operations Center (EOC). It was 4:30 am and many residents were already evacuating throughout the 

entire county. The roads were extremely congested and Mr. Piotrkowski had some trouble getting to 

the city. Unfortunately, this experience is not uncommon when it comes to the chaos that comes with 

any disaster, and the fires in Santa Rosa were no exception.

Mr. Piotrkowski’s first stop was City Hall, where he focused on determining what equipment and 

processes were functioning. He needed to address any disruptions in service that may have resulted 

from the fire. His first priority was providing technical support for the first responders to ensure that 

they were able to provide the best response possible in the shortest amount of time. 

After ensuring that the emergency services technology was functioning, Mr. Mr. Piotrkowski relocated 

to the Water Utility Field Operations building, where he joined the effort of standing up the EOC to 

assist the public. The urgent need to coordinate evacuation efforts and disseminate information for 

the public required Piotrkoski to quickly scale and deploy technology to facilitate those efforts, from 

computers to phone systems. 

Mr. Mr. Piotrkowski and his team provided technology support at all levels. They ensured that the 

disaster service workers had laptops, PC terminals, and phones. They also monitored back-end 

performance of the data center to maintain the critical services and applications.

“Our role in IT was to provide technology support 

at all levels for the EOC.”

The Problem
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Additionally, Mr. Piotrkowski and his team had to adjust their practice to enable volunteers to bring 

in their own equipment. While the city has very strict policies regarding this practice during normal 

operations, the emergency required that those policies be relaxed. This meant that the IT team was 

also tasked with merging those devices to the city network and resources securely. This unique 

situation meant that a lot of equipment had to be moved and configured within a very short period 

of time. One of the challenges was getting the Emergency Operations Center operating smoothly 

with minimal setup time. The IT team was able to accomplish this by redirecting resources to the more 

pressing needs of crisis management. This task was complicated by the fact that both internal and 

public communication channels were never more important than they became during this crisis. 

      There was a need, a tremendous need. It was 

an all-hands-on-deck situation, no question. Every 

resource needed to be brought in and used to its full 

extent.

“

”

“The city was basically a 

hundred percent focused on 

the safety of the community and 

preventing any additional loss of 

life and property damage, to the 

fullest possible extent.”

In the earliest stages of the situation, the EOC was with a team staffed, as planned and exercised, at 

37 people, including four call center agents and one supervisor who respond to citizen questions and 

requests. Approximately 24 hours later, after the city made a press release that provided the public 

with a phone number to the EOC, it became clear that the planned staff wouldn’t be adequate, and 

that they’d need help to manage the number of calls they were receiving.

The EOC received 3,500 calls with wait 

times of up to 10 minutes and a 50% call 

abandon rate on the day the fires began. 

In an emergency, every second counts, 

and the technology staff was dedicated to 

equipping every available person to help 

manage that call volume in an effort to help 

reduce that wait time and abandon rate. 

This process was imperative to providing 

the residents of Santa Rosa with all 

necessary information in a timely manner. 
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Additionally, FEMA came in to assist with their efforts and determined a need for a call center staffed 

by 30 people with one day’s notice. Although this was one of the most difficult tasks to complete, 

the City of Santa Rosa was able to not only find the individuals to staff this team, but also equip that 

growing staff with both hardware and credentials for reassigned city employees and volunteers who 

stepped in to help. 

The most common questions received were related to evacuation zones. This meant that the city’s 

Geographic Information Services (GIS), typically a two person department, had to expand their staff to 

accommodate those additional needs. Again, every available employee and volunteer was welcomed; 

this was another circumstance in which Mr. Piotrkowski and his team had to adjust their practices to 

accommodate a BYOD situation safely and effectively. 

      Probably the biggest surprise was the scale of 

the workforce that we wound up with, and the fact 

that the EOC wound up growing to the extent that 

it did during the event.”

“

”
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• They were able to provide daily and hourly metrics to key stakeholders through automated reports, 

meaning that all involved parties had all of the information necessary without manual efforts, 

reserving their team’s efforts for the other pressing issues.

• Leadership had access to vital analytics about the call patterns, allowing them to staff appropriately 

and conserve resources for those times when the need was greatest. For example, they saw that 

late-night calls were becoming more and more sparse. This meant that they were aware (and had 

the data to show) that they could use a skeleton staff during that period and reserve the bulk of 

their agents for daytime operations when call volume was highest.

• They were able to immediately see the downward trend in calls as the crisis progressed to 

containment. This enabled them to make the decision to transfer the emergency hotline to 

the county in off-peak hours. The initial idea of adding this load to the county’s resources drew 

some concern, but Mr. Piotrkowski was able to provide exact metrics regarding call volume to 

demonstrate that the call load would not negatively impact the county’s resources in taking care of 

the callers. 

Thanks to the quick efforts of the IT team and information support staff, as well as the call center 

employees and volunteers, the City of Santa Rosa EOC was able to successfully meet the demand 

of the population. They reduced the abandon rate to 0 % and callers waited on hold for less than a 

minute. Given the urgency of the situation and the minimal lead time to accommodate those needs, 

this was a huge accomplishment and a tribute to the dedication and experience of the City of Santa 

Rosa employees. 

One of the biggest contributors to their success in this area was the fact that they had set up 

Brightmetrics prior to the event. Because phone communications were so important during the crisis, 

and because they were dealing with an unprecedented call volume, the staff relied heavily on analytics 

The Solution

         The county was worried that they were going to be 

inundated with calls, but our Brightmetrics reports were able to 

show exactly what was going on during those hours, as well as 

how many calls we were sending to them.

“

”
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• They were able to monitor trunk utilization 

and route traffic accordingly. In the beginning 

of the fires, they received an influx of 9,000 

calls citywide. The majority of those calls were 

to emergency services like fire and police. 

These calls were imperative to the safety of 

the community -- not calls that they would 

want dropped based on inadequate technical 

resources. With the assistance of Brightmetrics, 

Mr. Piotrkowski and his team were able to 

monitor this usage and reroute certain trunk 

groups to ensure that their overall capacity 

remained adequate while allocating resources 

based on the top call destinations.

         Brightmetrics was very 

useful in keeping tabs on our trunk 

utilization.

“
”

In Case of Emergency
Mr. Piotrkowski and his team, along with the rest 

of the city employees, did an exceptional job 

responding to the situation. While circumstances 

were less than ideal, they managed to find 

the equipment, build process, and set up a 

communication center that kept their population 

connected during a highly stressful and dangerous 

situation. Mr. Piotrkowski has graciously provided 

us with some lessons learned, as well as  a few 

key pieces of advice for other municipalities that 

he hopes would be helpful in evaluating their 

emergency operations and contingency planning:
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While it’s typically not discussed during disaster drills, call reporting is an incredibly important 

aspect of crisis management. Mr. Piotrkowski noted that it became especially important for the call 

center team operating in the EOC to know exactly what call volume they were managing in order to 

appropriately allocate resources. Additionally, the IT team had a better understanding of the load 

they were placing on their Mitel MiVoice Connect system to determine whether or not the equipment 

was able to handle that load. One of the biggest assets of the Brightmetrics system was the delivery 

of scheduled reports that provided the necessary parties with information while keeping manual 

resources free for other tasks. 

“I would definitely say not to underestimate the 

importance of call reporting.”

In retrospect, one of the biggest stressors in standing up and managing the EOC was the city’s lack of 

extra phones, headsets, and laptops. While they were incredibly successful and resourceful in acquiring 

equipment for every employee and volunteer, it would have been easier for everyone if they already 

had the inventory in the first place. Mr. Piotrkowski recommends having as many extra supplies on 

hand as possible. For the equipment you’re unable to stockpile, reach out to your technology partner 

to discuss how they could best assist you in the case of an emergency. Another option is creating 

contingency agreements or Memorandums of Understanding with adjacent communities and/or 

vendors to surge resources for emergency needs. 

1. Call Reporting is Vital

2. Plan for Extra Equiptment

3. Practice Your Displacement Contigency Plan

The EOC was set up in a building that the city had retrofitted to withstand most natural disasters. In this 

particular situation, however, the emergency staff realized that there was a possibility of evacuation 

from their facility depending on the unpredictable whim of fire. To prevent being encompassed by 

the fires and cut off from resources, the EOC team had to discuss the possibility of a displacement 

and create a contingency plan to decide exactly how they were going to handle the evacuation. Mr. 

Piotrkowski recommends having a backup plan in place and running drills for that evacuation, as well 

as getting your communications set up again so your team knows exactly what to do should the need 

ever arise.
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Brightmetrics is based out of Sonoma County and we would like to take a moment to thank 

everyone involved in the crisis management process, from the volunteer staff to the city 

employees to emergency responders. You handled the situation at a level that is extraordinary, 

and we at Brightmetrics are very grateful for everything you did to help contain the damage 

and keep our community safe. We are humbled that we were able to play a small role in the 

communications process, and we could not be more honored to partner with this great city. 

“Make sure you have a plan for telephony in case 

you have to vacate the building you’re in.”

Find out how you can leverage Brightmetrics to provide necessary metrics to 

your phone system today.

START YOUR TRIAL

Thank You, City of Santa Rosa

Source:

1. http://cdfdata.fire.ca.gov/pub/cdf/images/incidentstatsevents_273.pdf
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